
The Periodic Polytope and its applications to a Scheduling Problem {A Static PerspectiveK. Subramani � Ashok Agrawala yAbstractParameter variability and the existence of complex constraints between tasks are assured features of real-time scheduling. Periodicity of task sets is an additional feature that needs to be accomodated. Traditionalscheduling models ignore the complexities involved in real-time scheduling by making simplistic assumptionsabout task interactions. In this paper, we present a model that captures the issues that we deem central toreal-time scheduling in periodic task sets and demonstrate the existence of e�cient and easily implementablealgorithms for addressing schedulability queries in this model. Our model is very general and applicable todiverse areas ranging from real-time process scheduling in operating systems and avionics to manufacturingand tra�c control.1 IntroductionIn real-time scheduling, we are often confronted with process parameter variability [SA00b, SA00d, Sta88].Process execution time is a prime example of a variable parameter. Secondly, the execution of real-time processesis constrained through relationships that exist between their start times ( and execution times ) [SA00a, Das85,BFR71, GH93]. Traditional models do not accomodate either feature completely; instead they make simplifyingassumptions about execution time behaviour that do not hold at run-time. In scheduling litreature, variableexecution times are modeled through worst-case times and inter-process constraints are restricted to those rela-tionships that can be represented by precedence graphs [Cof76, Pin95]. These simplifying assumptions are notonly unrealistic, but as shown in [SA00b] lead to to catastrophic consequences, when the inter-process constraintsare su�ciently complex and the system is \hard" [LTCA89].Real-time design is thus a two-step process:(a) Proposing a model that captures the intricacies involved inreal-time scheduling, and (b) Designing e�cient algorithms that answer queries of interest posed in the proposedmodel. In this paper, we propose a model that adequately captures the issues involved in the scheduling ofperiodic task sets in real-time systems. Our scheduling model �nds application in diverse areas such as assemblyproduction [Y.K80], real-time databases [BFW97], tra�c control [ABNM93] and real-time operating systems[LTCA89]. To the best of our knowledge, our model and the accompanying analysis are the �rst of their kind inthe litreature.Our investigations are concerned with the following issues:� Do periodic task sets with inter-period constraints have �nite length cyclic schedules ? ( to be de�ned in x2 )� Can we determine such schedules e�ciently, if they exist ?The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section x2 describes the periodic scheduling model; we also posethe periodic schedulability query there i.e. what it means for a periodic task set to be schedulable, from a staticperspective. In this paper, our focus is on static perspectives only. In the succeeding section, viz. x3, we motivatethe necessity for this model and discuss related approaches to the periodic scheduling problem. Our analysiscommences in x4, where we study a certain class of in�nite linear programs, called periodic linear programs.We show that the feasibility of periodic linear programs with inter-period constraints can be determined in�Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, ksmani@cs.umd.eduyDepartment of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, agrawala@cs.umd.edu1



polynomial time. The class of periodic linear programs captures the essential complexity of the periodic schedulingmodel and this fact is brought out in x5. The discussion in x5 is formalized into the periodic scheduling algorithmin x6, which answers the query posed in x2. x6 also analyzes the complexity of the scheduling algorithm anddiscusses a special case of interest. We conclude in x7 with a summary of our results and some open problems forfuture research.2 The Periodic Scheduling Model ( Static Perspective )Assume that the time axis is divided into intervals of length L starting at time t = 0 and extending in�nitely.These intervals are called scheduling windows i.e. the �rst scheduling window is [0; L], the second schedulingwindow is [L; 2L] and in general the ith scheduling window is [(i� 1):L; i:L]. We are given a set of ordered non-preemptive jobs fJ1; J2; : : :Jng, which have instances in each scheduling window. The set �1 = fJ11 ; J12 ; : : : ; J1ngcorresponds to the instance of the job set in the �rst scheduling window; the sets �i; i = 2; : : : ;1 are de�nedsimilarly. The instances of a job within a scheduling window are called tasks. Associated with each job Ji isan execution time ei, which is not constant, but can vary in a restricted manner, as discussed below. All taskinstances of a job have the same execution time i.e. ei is the execution time for Jji ; j = 1; 2; : : :.In scheduling window [(i�1):L; i:L] linear constraints exist between the start times fsi1; si2; : : : ; sing of the tasksand their execution times fe1; e2; : : : ; eng. The constraint system is expressed in matrix form as :A:[~si;~e] � ~b; (1)where,� ~si = [si1; si2; : : : ; sin] is an n�vector of the start times of the tasks in the ith scheduling window [(i�1):L; i:L],� ~e = [e1; e2; : : : ; en] 2 E is an n�vector of the execution times of the tasks and E is a convex set capturingtheir interdependence.� A is a m � 2:n matrix of rational numbers, m denoting the number of constraints,� ~b = [b1+u1:(i�1):L; b2+u2:(i�1):L; : : : ; bm+um:(i�1):L] is an m�vector. The bi are rational numbers,while the ui are f0; 1g integer constants, which are part of the input.The vector elements bk + uk:(i � 1):L model the fact that in some constraints the constants will have to shiftwith each period, while in other constraints, the constants remain unaltered. Consider a constraint that requiresthe start time of the �rst task to be no less than 5 units from the start of the period. Clearly s11 � 5, will workonly in the �rst period. In the second period, the correct constraint is: s21 � 5 + L and in the ith schedulingwindow, the constraint is:si1 � 5 + (i � 1):L. On the other hand, some constraints are strictly relative i.e. theycapture relationships between relative positioning of jobs. Consider the requirement that the second task shouldstart at least 3 units after the �rst task commences. This is expressed as: si2 � si1+3. Observe that this constraintshould not be modi�ed in any way as we go from one scheduling window to the next. This is the rationale behindthe ui constants; they are chosen as 0 or 1 for each constraint depending on whether the constraint is strictlyrelative or not. Note that the ui are �xed and part of the input.There is a second constraint system which captures relationships between tasks in successive periods. Thissystem is expressed as: C:[~si; ~si+1;~e] � ~d; (2)where,� ~si+1 is the start time vector of tasks in the (i + 1)th period.� C is a m0 � 3:n matrix of rational numbers, m0 denoting the number of constraints,� ~d = [d1+v1:(i�1):L; d2+v2:(i�1):L; : : : ; dm0 +vm0 :(i�1):L] is an m0� vector; the di are rational numberswhile the vi are [0; 1] constants similar to the ui constants in System (1) and having the same rationale.2



System (1) is a convex polyhedron in the 2:n dimensional space, spanned by the start time axes f~si1; ~si2; : : : ; ~singand the execution time axes f ~e1; ~e2; : : : ; ~eng. It represents the constraints on the start-times of tasks withina scheduling window i.e. it captures the set of intra-period constraints. Likewise, sytem (2) is a convexpolyhedron in the 3:n dimensional space, spanned by the start time axes f~si1; ~si2; : : : ; ~sing , f ~si+11 ; ~si+12 ; : : : ; ~si+1n g ,and the execution time axes f ~e1; ~e2; : : : ; ~eng. It represents the set of inter-period constraints i.e. the constraintsbetween the start times of tasks in adjacent scheduling windows.The execution times ei, are independent of the start times of the tasks; however they may have complexinterdependencies among themselves. This interdependence is captured through the set E. We regard theexecution times as n�vectors belonging to the set E. Observe that ei 2 Ei, where, where Ei is the projection ofE on execution axis ~ei.Note that System [(1)� (2)] is an in�nite constraint system expressed in �nite form.De�nition 2.1 Order k constraint system: The constraint system obtained by expanding the Systems (1) and (2)over k scheduling windows is called an Order k constraint system.Accordingly, A:~s1 � ~b is the Order 1 constraint system, the Order 2 constraint system consists of: A:~s1 � ~b,A:~s2 � ~b, C:[~s1; ~s2] � ~d, and so on.De�nition 2.2 Order k Solution: An assignment f : ~si ! Rn; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k is said to be a valid Order ksolution, if it satis�es the Order k constraint System in De�nition (2.1) for all vectors ~e 2 E.De�nition 2.3 In�nite Solution: An In�nite Solution is an Order 1 solutionDe�nition 2.4 Cyclic Solution: An In�nite Solution is said to be cyclic with period p if ~xp+i = ~xi + p:L,8i = a; a+ 1; : : : ;1, where a denotes the number of initial transient windows prior to the onset of cycling.The following questions arise:(a) Do cyclic solutions exist for the system represented by [(1)- (2)] ?(b) What is the period of the cyclic solution ?(c) Can cyclic solutions be determined e�ciently ?The rest of this paper is devoted to addressing the above questions and we shall show that they can be answeredin the a�rmative.Let P k denote the predicate which holds if there is an Order k solution. The Periodic Scheduling problemis concerned with checking whether P1 holds. We are now in a position to state the static periodic schedulingquery: 9~si = [si1; si2; : : : ; sin]8~e = [e1; e2 : : : en] 2 E A:[~si;~e] � ~b; C:[~si; ~si+1;~e] � ~d;8i = 1; 2; : : :1 ? (3)3 Motivation and Related WorkPeriodic task systems form the bulk of real-time systems studied and analyzed in the litreature [DL78, LL73,CC89, Cho00, Foh95]. [LL73] was a seminal paper in the area of preemptive scheduling of periodic tasks, in whichschedulability conditions were derived in terms of the Earliest Deadline First ( EDF ) heuristic. They showedthat EDF scheduling was optimal, in that if there exists a preemptive schedule, then there exists a preemptiveschedule using the EDF heuristic. Most manufacturing control systems are inherently periodic in that the sameset of tasks repeats at regular intervals [Y.K80, Kor83]. [Ram90, Foh95] consider preemptive periodic task setswhile [Cho97] considers non-preemptive task sets. In [Cho00] explicit mention is made of the contrast betweentime-based models such as the ones proposed in [Sak94, SA00d, SA00a] and priority- based models, such as the3



ones proposed in [HKL91, LL73, CC89]. The model di�erences occur primarily as a result of the real-time tasksystem under consideration. Thus, periodicity is a common feature among real-time applications.Real-time systems have non-trivial, complex constraints that constrain their execution [Ram90, Das85, Sak94].Constraints are used to express relationships between tasks that need to be satsi�ed at run-time e.g. the schedulingrequirement that task T1 should precede task T2 is captured through: s1+e1 � s2, where all entities are as de�nedin x2. In periodic task sets, it becomes necessary to control jitter i.e. the variation in the arrival time of tasksacross periods. Consider the requirement that the jitter between the fourth task in the current period and the�rst task in the succeeding period be no greater than 5. This is expressed as: si+11 � si4 � 5. In general, far morecomplex relationships constrain the execution of jobs [SA00b]. Even a relatively unsophisticated tra�c controlsystem can be modeled as a set of periodic processes with inter-period and intra-period constraints [ABNM93].A discussion of the wide range of applicability of constraint models in real-time scheduling can be found in[Das85, SA00d] and [ABNM93].An important feature of real-time systems is the lack of preciseness in measurable parameters, such as theexecution time of a process. It is vital that schedulabilty of task systems be guaranteed under variations ofexecution time. Suppose we know that the execution time of task T1 i.e. e1 can take on any value in the range[4; 7]. A schedule that is appropriate for e1 = 4 may not satisfy the constraint set if during actual execution e1takes on the value 7. Attempts to mitigate the e�ects of variable execution time through worst-case assumptions,result in systems that fail at run-time [SA00d]. Thus, we need a model that explicitly accounts for parametervariability. [Sak94, GPS95] proposed a model in which the constraints are \standard" [SA00a, Cho97] and theexecution time of a task is range-bound i.e. e1 can take any value in the range [l1; u1] at run-time, l1 denotingthe lower bound and u1 denoting the upper bound respectively. This model can be represented by restricting theconvex set E in x2 to an axis-parallel hyper-rectangle [SA00b, SA00d] and the matrices A and C to be networkunimodular [Sch87]. However their model fails to account for task execution time interactions and dependencies.Consider for instance, the requirement in [Y.K80], that the cutting axes across a work-piece must be constrainedin their combined velocities. Such a requirement is captured by setting e1 + e2 � a. Further, they consideredaperiodic task sets only. [Cho00] considers periodic non-preemptive task models similar to the one that we haveproposed in x2; in their model too the execution time vectors are restricted to axis-parallel hyper-rectangles andthe constraint matrices are network unimodular. They provide an extremely complicated algorithm to addressthe parametric schedulabilty query. In this paper, we shall prove properties of periodic linear systems and usethose properties in developing a simple, e�cient algorithm for answering (3). In a forthcoming paper [SA00c],the parametric version of the schedulability query will be addressed.Static scheduling in aperiodic processes has been the focus of [SA00d], where convex minimization techniquesare used to guarantee run-time schedulabilty of tasks. We shall be using similar methods in x5.1 to ensure thatthe solutions we provide do not violate system constraints at run-time.4 Periodic Linear programs (PLPs)In this section, we shall study a special class of in�nite linear programs called periodic linear programs. Thegoal is to formalize the development of solutions to linear systems such as [(1)-(2)] in x2. We shall show thatperiodic linear programs have a �xed-point solution.Assume that the time-axis is divided into intervals of length L starting at time t = 0 and extending in�nitely.Each interval [(i� 1):L; iL] represents a scheduling window. LetA:~xi � ~b; ~x � ~0 (4)where ~xi = [xi1; xi2; : : : ; xin], ( and the matrix A and vector ~b are as de�ned in x2 ), denote a linear systemthat models a system in which the control variables i.e the xij represent points in time. We desire the valuesof the control variables in all intervals. The constraints imposed by the linear system (4) exist in all schedulingwindows. Further there exist additional constraints between the variables in one window and the variables inthe immediately succeeding window. These constraints are called inter-period constraints as opposed to theintra-period constraints represented by (4). We focus on the case when inter-period constraints exist only betweenadjacent scheduling windows. We term this in�nite linear program a Periodic Linear Program ( PLP ), since we4



are dealing with an in�nite linear program with a regular structure both within and between periods. Let theinter-period constraints be represented by: C:[~xi;xi+1] � ~d (5)where C and ~d are de�ned as in x2.4.1 Collapsing Polytopes and a �xed-point theoremWe �rst study the nature of solutions to a periodic linear program represented by [(4)-(5)]. We show that if aPLP is feasible then it must have a �xed-point solution.Observe that the periodic linear system is in fact a progression of systems that increasingly constrained. Oneway to look at this progression is to organize the PLP as a series of rounds as discussed below:� In round r1, the PLP consists of the system A:[ ~x1] � ~b;� In round r2, the PLP consists of the systems A:[ ~x1] � ~b,A:[ ~x2] � ~b, C:[ ~x1; ~x2] � ~d;� In round rp, the PLP is the set of systems: A:[~xi] � ~b; 8i = 1; : : : ; p, C:[~xi; ~xi+1] � ~d; 8i = 1; : : :p � 1;We have thus characterized the PLP as an in�nite sequence of linear programs. We now have to prove thatthe solution set of this sequence converges if the PLP is feasible. For the rest of the discussion, we assume thatthe input PLP is feasible and derive a �xed-point solution. If no �xed-point solution exists, then we know thatthe input PLP is infeasible.Figure (1) captures the main ideas in our analysis.
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+ LFigure 1: Existence of �xed-point solutionsBefore we proceed with our analysis, we need to introduce the concept of projection in polyhedral spaces.Given a polyhedral system in Euclidean space Rd, it is a known fact that we can project this system onto a lowerdimensional space Rd0 ; d > d0, while preserving the set of solutions to the original system [Sch87]. One of themore common techniques for achieving this projection is the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method [DE73, HN94],which is based on variable elimination. We associate the operator r with the projection operation i.e. r willhenceforth be used as the projection operator. We need two properties of r in our discussion.Claim 4.1 r is a �nite operator i.e.given a �nite dimensional polyhedral space, its projection onto a lowerdimensional space can be computed in �nite time.Proof 4.1 Refer [Sch87]. In fact, [DE73] gives an algorithm to construct the lower dimensional space.Claim 4.2 r is continuous i.e. points close to each other in the orginal space, will stay close to each other inthe projected space.Proof 4.2 Refer [Ist81b]. 5



It is clear that each round ri represents an Order i constraint system ( De�nition (2.1) ). Let us add theprojection operator to each round. For instance, at the end of round r2, we project the 2:n�dimensional spacespanned by [ ~x1; ~x2] onto the n�dimensional space spanned by ~x1. Thus at the end of each round, we are alwaysin the n�dimensional space spanned by ~x1. As we proceed from round ri to round ri+1, we �rst move to a spacewith dimension n greater than the dimension of the original space and then return to the original space.Essentially, two additional constraint matrices are introduced in each round. Constraint matrices are alsolinear operators which are continous and �nite [Str80]. � denotes the constraint matrix operator .Let S1 denote the feasible polytope at the end of round r1. In round r2, we solve the linear system [(4)� (5)]in the variables [ ~x1; ~x2] to get a new feasible set S01. This space is then projected onto ~x1�space to get S2. Eachsuccessive round ( say ri ) consists of the following two steps:1. Two constraint matrices operate on Si�1 to get a new set of feasible points ( say S0i�1 ) in the 2n�dimensionalspace spanned by [ ~x1; ~xi];2. The projection operator r projects the set S0i�1 onto n�dimensional space spanned by ~x1.Lemma 4.1 S1 � S2 � S3 : : :Proof 4.3 Note that each Si; i = 1; 2; : : : ;1 polytope is formed by adding constraints to the polyhedral set Si�1,further restricting the feasible space. The claim follows.Lemma 4.2 If Sk = Sk+1 for some k, then Sj = Sk; 8j � k.Proof 4.4 Sk+1 is obtained from Sk by the application of two operators; the constraint matrix operator ( � ) andthe projection operator ( r ). If Sk+1 = Sk, it means that the operator application has returned the same set.Consequently repeatedly applying the same set of operators is not going to result in a new set i.e. Sj = Sk 8j � k.Let � denote the composition of the matrix operator and the projection operator i.e. � = � � r. Thus, wecan regard Si as the set that results by the application of � to the set Si�1 i.e. Si = �(Si�1).Lemma 4.3 � is a �nite, continuous operatorProof 4.5 From elementary calculus, we know that the composition of two �nite, continuous functions is �niteand continuous.We are now ready to state Brouwer's �xed-point theorem.Theorem 4.1 Let K be a compact ( i.e. bounded and closed ) convex non-empty subset of Rn and suppose thatf : K ! K is continuous. Then f has a �xed point.Proof 4.6 Refer [Ist81a].In our case, S1 is a polyhedral set and consequently compact. The boundedness of S1 follows from the factthat all tasks have to be completed by the period L. Likewise, � is a continuous function. Hence we can applyBrouwer's �xed-point theorem to conclude thatCorollary 4.1 If a periodic linear program is feasible i.e. it has an in�nite solution, then it must have a �xed-point solution.Proof 4.7 Follows from the above discussion.Corollary 4.2 If a PLP has an in�nite solution, then the solution is cyclic with period 1.Proof 4.8 Follows from Corollary (4.1). 6



The principal consequence of Corollary (4.2) is that we can set~xi+1 = ~xi + L (6)in System [(4)�(5)] and solve the resultant system. Thus the inter-period constraints between window [(i� 1):L; i:L]and [i:L; (i+ 1):L] can be merged using (6) and all constraints can be expressed in terms of the ~xi only. Let thislinear system be denoted by E:~xi = ~f (7)The polyhedral system (7) is called the Periodic Polytope corresponding to the PLP [(4-(5)].Claim 4.3 The PLP [(4-(5)] has a solution i� the polyhedron represented by (7) i.e. the periodic polytope isnon-empty.Proof 4.9 Let the periodic polytope (7) be non-empty. Thus we have a �xed-point solution of the system. Fromthe discussion above, we know that this solution is valid for all scheduling windows [(i�1):L; i:L], 8i = 1; 2; : : :;1.Let the periodic polytope (7) be empty. It follows that there is no �xed-point solution for the PLP. FromTheorem (4.1) it follows that the PLP is infeasible.The claim follows.Observation 4.1 The composite system (7) has n variables and m +m0 constraintsAlgorithm (4.1) summarizes our strategy solving PLPs.Function PLP-Solve (A; ~b; C; ~d)1: Form the composite system E:~x � ~f , by using equation (6) .2: if (f~x : E:~x � ~fg 6= � ) then3: System has infinite Schedule ~x4: return5: else6: System does not have an infinite schedule7: end if Algorithm 4.1: PLP-SolverBased on Observation (4.1), we note that the time taken by Algorithm (4.1) is O(L(m+ :m0; n)), where L(m;n)is the fastest linear programming algorithm [Vai87], with m constraints and n variables.In passing, we note that although we con�ned our model to inter-period constraints between adjacent schedulingwindows only, our derivations did not require this restriction. In fact, the same technique works if we allow inter-period constraints between variables in a given scheduling window and variables of a �xed number of otherscheduling windows. The only feature that is important is the regularity of the constraint set across schedulingwindows !5 Transformation of Scheduling Model to a PLPLet us rewrite the constraint system [(1)-(2)] by moving all the execution time (i.e. the ei ) variables to the RightHand Side ( RHS ). Accordingly, the periodic constraint system becomes:G:~si � ~b�H:~e;I:[~si; ~si+1] � ~d� J:~e; 8i = 1; 2; : : : ;1 (8)where, 7



� G is an m� n rational matrix,� H is an m � n rational matrix,� I is an m0 � 2:n rational matrix,� J is an m0 � n rational matrix� A:[~si;~e] = G:~si+H:~e,� C:[~si; ~si+1;~e] = I:[~si; si+1] + J:~eObserve that each constraint in (8) has an a�ne function of the execution time variables ei on the RHS.In [SA00d], we showed that we could replace this a�ne function by using convex minimization. We apply thesame technique here to reduce the RHS of every constraint in (8) to a number. The reduction results in thetransformation of the original scheduling model into a PLP and we can apply the results obtained in x4 to obtaina valid solution.Function Periodic-Model- to-PLP (A; ~b; C; ~d)1: Split up the input system as discussed above to get System (8).2: for (l1  1 to m) do3: Let ri = minE(~b�H:~e)i4: end for5: for (l2  1 to m0) do6: Let qi = minE(~d� J:~e)i7: end for Algorithm 5.1: Transformation ProcedureThe transfomation procedure consists of (m+m0) convex minimization calls and hence the total time taken isO((m +m0)C), where C is the fastest convex minimization algorithm [HuL93].Algorithm (5.1) converts the system [(1)-(2)] into the following system:G:[~si] � ~r;I:[~si; ~si+1] � ~q (9)Lemma 5.1 Any solution that satis�es system (9) satis�es system [(1)-(2)].Proof 5.1 Follows from the construction of System (9). Let us say that the solution to system (9) violates aconstraint ( say ~ap:[~si;~e] � bp ) at execution time ~e0 = [e01; e02; : : : ; e0n]. We thus have ~ap:[~si; ~e0] > bp. This impliesthat ~gp:~si > rp, explicitly violating (9). This provides the necessary contradiction.Observation 5.1 System (9) is a Periodic Linear Program and we can now use the techniques discussed in x4to solve it.Observation 5.2 We remark at this point that the non-existence of a static solution does not rule out theexistence of alternate forms of solutions [SA00b, Sak94, SA00c].5.1 Axis-parallel hyper-rectangle domainThe scheduling model discussed in x2 is very general and allows execution time vectors to belong to arbitraryconvex domains. We now focus on one commonly occurring domain, viz. the class of axis-parallel hyper-rectangles( aph ). This domain �nds applicability in scheduling processes in real-time operating systems. Figure (2) is anexample of this domain in 3� dimensions. By focussing on this domain, we obtain better bounds on the runningtime of Algorithm (5.1). 8
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Figure 2: An axis-parallel hyper-rectangleThe Maruti Operating System [LTCA89, MAT90, MKAT92] estimates running times of tasks by performingrepeated runs so as to determine upper and lower bounds on their execution time. Accordingly, the runningtime of task Ji, viz. ei, belongs to the interval [li; ui], where li and ui denote the lower and upper bound on theexecution time as determined by the empirical observation. These independent range variations are theonly constraints on the execution times. Observe that during actual execution, ei can take any value inthe range [li; ui].Essentially, the convex domain E in (3) is now the axis-parallel hyper-rectangle represented by: � = [l1; u1]�[l2; u2]� : : :� [ln; un]. The periodic scheduling query (3) for this case is:9~si = [si1; si2; : : : ; sin]8e1 2 [l1; u1]8e2 2 [l2; u2] : : :8en 2 [ln; un] A:[~si;~e] � ~b; C:[~si; ~si+1;~e] � ~d; 8i = 1; 2; : : :1(10)In this special case, variable substitution ( instead of the more expensive convex minimzation ) can be used todetermine the vectors ~r; ~q in Algorithm (5.1) and thus the periodic polytope.Lemma 5.2 When the domain is an aph, an a�ne function can be minimized by minimizing over each dimensionindividually.Proof 5.2 Refer [Sch87].Lemma (5.2) gives us the following strategy to minimize an a�ne function a1:e1 + a2:e2+ : : :+ an:en+ c overan aph � = [l1; u1]� [l2; u2]� : : :� [ln; un]:� 8i, if ai > 0, set ei = li� 8i, if ai < 0, set ei = uiThe resulting function can then be evaluated to yield a rational minimum.Using this strategy it is clear that Algorithm (5.1) runs in O((m + m0)n) time, where m is the number ofintra-period constraints and m0 is the number of inter-period constraints.6 The Periodic Scheduling AlgorithmIn this section, we formalize the strategies and conclusions of x4 and x5 into Algorithm (6.1). Given a periodicsystem [(1)� (2)], we �rst eliminate the execution time variables using Algorithm (5.1). The second step consistsof using Algorithm (4.1) to check whether the associated periodic polytope is non-empty.The complexity of Algorithm (6.1) is O((m +m0)C + L(m +m0; n)) for general convex domains and O((m +m0):n+ L((m +m0); n)) for aph domains. 9



Function Periodic Scheduler (A; ~b; C; ~d)1: Call Periodic-Model-To-PLP (A; ~b; C; ~d) to get new system G:[~si] � ~r; I:[~si; ~si+1] � ~q.2: Let ~s = PLP-Solve (A; ~b; C; ~d)3: if ( ~s 6= �) then4: System has periodic Schedule ~x5: return6: else7: System does not have a periodic schedule8: end if Algorithm 6.1: Periodic Scheduler6.1 ExampleConsider the following set of speci�cations for a periodic task set consisting of two jobs fJ1; J2g. Let the periodof the task set i.e. L be 15 and the constraints on the execution times be e1 2 [2; 4]; e2 2 [1; 3].1. Task J2 starts at least 2 units after task J1 �nishes, in each period: si1 + e1 + 2 � si2; 8i = 1; 2; : : :;2. Task J2 starts within 5 units of task J1 �nishing, in each period: si2 � si1 + e1 + 5; 8i = 1; 2; : : :;3. Task J1 in each period starts at least 5 units after task J1 in the previous period �nishes:si2 + e2 + 5 � si+11 ; 8i = 1; 2; : : :;4. Task J2 �nishes before the end of the period:si2 + e2 � 15 + (i � 1):15; 8i = 1; 2; : : :.Expressing the constraint system in form [(1)-(2)], we get24 1 �1 1 0�1 1 �1 00 1 0 1 35 :2664 si1si2e1e2 3775 � 24 �2515 + (i � 1):15 35 (11)and � 0 1 �1 0 0 1 � :26666664 si1si2si+11si+12e1e2 37777775 � �5 (12)Applying Algorithm (6.1), we obtain the following �xed-point solution:� si1si2 � = � 06 �Inspection of the solution con�rms that the constraint set is indeed satis�ed 1.1We used the LP-SOLVE program to obtain the solution [Ber95].10
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